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XU news takes to the tube 
BY VIRGINIA SUTCLIFFE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier's first ever television 
news program will premiere on 
Nov. 7 on the Xavier channel. 
Senior Electronic Media 
major Heather Martin, produces 
and co-anchors the program; She 
proposed the idea of a news 
. program to David Smith, director 
of the Television Center; 
Martin said the idea 
originated a couple of years ago 
but it was put off because people 
thought the prpgram would take 
the place of Brand X Videos. 
"I proposed the idea to him 
and he said go for it. So it finally 
came together," said Martin .. 
·The news program .. called 
XU News and Vie.ws will be a 30 
minute show that will run. at least 
orice a month. . . · . 
· However, Martirl:said she 
would like to see it run either 
every week or at least, bi-weekly. 
"We will tape the first show · 
·on Nov. 6 and it willair on Nov. 7 
BY SHAUNA POPE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Jon Lovitz is no stranger to. 
corriedy. 
The actor first came to 
national attention during his five 
years on "Saturday Night Live," 
where he was most famous for his 
"liar" character. 
"('Saturday Night Live;) 
changed my life more than 
anything; I would say, outside of 
being born," Lovitz said during an 
interview. in a conference room at 
the Cincinnatian. "I'm here 
because of that show and I have a 
career because of it." · , 
li1 addition to "Saturday 
Night Live," Lovitz has appeared 
in 15 movies, including "A 
League of Their Own" and "City 
Slickers II." 
but I don't know how frequently it 
will run after that," said Martin. 
·· The program will be like the 
regular television networ,ks' 
11 'clock news, except it will be 
all Xavier news. 
The form.at will consist of 
10 minutes of news stories, five 
min~tes of sports, which will 
focus on sports that don't usually 
get much local coverage like 
tennis and golf. 
A minute of an entertain-
ment segments will include 
reviews of the Xavier Players, on-
campus concerts and the Xavier 
band as well as other music 
venues. 
Martin said they will also 
allot two minutes each to both 
SAC and SGA for announcements 
· · or event information.· 
"We will also have a two to 
of commercials will also be a part 
of the program. · 
"Right now, the commer-
cials will .be various advertising 
from ~avier, but we hope to . 
eventually solicitadvertising from 
local businesses," said Martin. 
The director of the program 
is Senior Mike Meuche and the 
production crew is the same crew 
of students that works on Brand X 
'Videos. 
Martin's co-anchor is senior 
Damon Jones and Marc Juszak .is 
the sports anchor . 
. Six other reporters will be 
working on different beats and 
reporting their individual stories. 
.Some of the stories the 
program will cover include the 
kick off campaign for the Convo-
cation Center, the new student 
.radio station and Family Week-
three minute profile segment end. 
called ProtFile, which will feature When asked if she thought 
a professor," said Martin. there would be competition in 
The program will have a terms ofreporting between the 
: tw<;qpinute spotlighl.oij Ginci.h.ilat~ . new.~ prq&r~!ii .#nq 'f]wJfavier .. 
·which ·wiil featilre·pfacei arouhci'. ·. . News~ire'Martin saidi"1I' don't 
the city that students can go, such think so. Television is just as 
as clubs and restaurants. important as a daily paper and 
Approximately three people don~t always have time to 
watch TV or ~ead the paper. This 
gives someone more chances to 
get the news." 
Meuche says that this show 
will differ from regular news 
programs as well as, The 
Newswire. 
"Obviously we won't work 
like a typical new s show because 
we won't be able to air breaking 
news. But we will be able to 
report the news from a different 
perspective than The Newswire," 
said Meuche. 
Martin says that they are looking 
for more students to be involved 
and hopes that the program will 
continue long after she has 
graduated. 
"I want to leave Xavier with 
an outlet open for qther students 
with the passion to report the 
. news, to get involved after I 
leave," said Martin. 
Students who are interested 
in getting involved ·or who have 
ideas for the show can email the 
.. prograf!1-at xu,TVNews ~ 
· Xavier;edu. •· · · · · 
minutes of advertising in the form,----~-----------,-----'------~----. 
Tia Carrere and Jon Lovitz star 
in "High School High." 
He also furnished the voice 
of the main character in the 
The abortion factor 
and the '96 election 
.:commentary· 
BY STEVE SMITH 
THE XAVIER NEW!:!W.lRE. 
There are more than· 1,5 
million ·abortions every year in the 
United States, that's over 4,400 a 
·day. Well over.95 perc~n(of 
abortions are performe(for:°'-: 
economic or socfal reas'ons. 
Abortion is one ofthe rriost 
explosive issues to ever exist in 
the realms of American.politics. 
It is an issue that has been around 
forever, but didn't erupt:uri{ii the 
1973 Supreme Court de~isib'n that 
made it legal. It is a deCisiOh that 
denies legal protection:io J'iiborn 
children, a decision th~i; t;enty-
three years later, is still heavily . 
argued. Abortion is a heated 
debate that will most likely never 
cease. . . .. . 
To some people, the issue of 
. abortion is a clear one; -To others 
though, it is.one of the most gut 
wrenching issues they'll ever face; 
Never has an issue been ·so tricky. 
Never has an issue incorporated so 
man ideais, so man arts that 
battle each other. Abortion 
involves science, religion, ethics, 
morals, ideology, individual rights 
for the mother and individual 
rights for the child or fetus, 
depending on individual beliefs 
and environment. When all these 
factors are included and the 
millions of other individual 
factors, how is proper and just 
legislation everdeveloped? 
Legally, the abortion issue boils 
down to when a fetus actually 
becomes a child. Until science 
discovers the exact .moment a 
child begins to exist, the issue is at 
a standstill. Even if science does 
discover this, the beginning of a 
child's existence is also a moral 
belief. 
Somewhere between science 
and morals lies the answer, so we 
(being the United States) currently 
leave the decision up to the 
judicial system, which is neither 
,science nor morals . 
Abortion .. Just·the mention-
ing of the word at th~ beginning of 
the article assuredly had people 
(Continued on page 4 ) 
EWS 
All. Card contest 
Auxiliary Services, in association with Star Bank, MCI and 
Aramark are holding a "Uses of All-Card Competition." To partici-
pate, write down on: apiece of paper five locations or· times thafthe 
AU-Card has been useful to have; or suggestplaces whereit could be 
useful; or place where you wish the All-Card could be used. The 
lists could be serious or humorous .. Entries are due in by Nov. 1 at 
The All Card Office in 107 B of Alumni Hall or at mail location 
4641. First prize is a $150 gift certificate to Kenwood Mall. Second 
prize is a $100 gift certificate and third priz,e is a $50 gift certificate. · 
Spring semesters 
The .1997 Spring semester. graduate assista~tships are now 
available. There are nine part-time assistantships available in the 
Weekend Degree Program. These positions last eight weeks and 
offer students a stipend and tuition remission. To be eligible for an 
assistanship, students must be in the graduate degree seeking pro-
gram and a non-Xavier employee. Application· deadline is No.v. I. 
For more information or questions, contact 745-4290. 
Pick up prizes 
The following students won raffle prizes for their participation 
in the "Helping Hands" display during National Depression Screening 
Day: Leslie Chambers, Erin Bowden, Lindsey Beeman, Marisa 
Russell, Catherine Kelly, Damon Jones, Emily Dobbs, Don Raleigh, 
Hernial Kahfle, Carrie Hend~rson, Styphanie Ove~hol~z, Erika: Smit~. · 
Dave Leite ~md Jessica Hansb~rry. Prizes can be claimed at the Health 
and Counseling Center this week. 
Commuters vote 
Commuter Council will be holding elections today at the 
Commuter Information desk from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The candidates 
include: Brandon Dunphey, Bart Peters, Joanna Fiedeldey and Gina 
Monday. There are five seats and one space for a write-in candidate. 
.-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe 
Security Notes 
Wednesday, Oct.16, 7:30 p.m. -
A student residing in the Manor House reported someone 
removed a screen from one of the windows in-the apartment. ' 
Friday, Oct. 18, 7:30 p.m. · 
A student reported someone scratched the driver-side door of 
her vehi~le while parked in the North Lot. 
Saturday, Oct. 19, 2:54 a.m. · 
. A Brockman· resident reported two cif her key~ were taken from 
her key shain while at the RA desk. They were found under the door 
to her room the next morning. 
. Saturday, Oct.19, 1:55 p.m. 
A 29 year~old male non-student participating in soccer league 
. games passed out at Cohen field due to either cardiac arrest or a 
severe a8thma attack. CPR was administered at the scene, but he was 
pronounced dead on arrival at University Hospital. · 
-compiled by Kara Benken 
Habitat· .. heads. home 
BY KARA BENKEN . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Xavier University 
campus chapter of Habitat for 
Humanity will be extending 
their ministry this year when 
workers build a $45,000 home 
in the Evanston vicinity. 
This projec.t\vill be the · · · 
first house built solely by 
students, not only ·within the 
Xavier community, b.ut also in 
the Cincinnati area. 
Sophomore Kristi Wan-
ing, chair of the house commit-
tee for Habitat, explained the 
idea has been fostering for a 
long time. 
Waning said, "The Xavier 
chapter of Habitat was started 
just last year, but one of David 
Tressler' s and my goals was 
al ways to build a house. 
"From the very beginning, 
we knew we would build one, 
we just weren;t sure when." 
President of the Xavier 
campus chapter, sophomore. 
David Tressler, is excited about· 
the venture. 
He said, "The support of 
students on campus has been 
incredible in helping to bring 
about the hope of helping a 
family in need to realize their 
dream of owning their own 
home. The reactio~ has been 
veryexciting and enthusiastic." 
Although a site has not yet 
been chosen, plans for breaking 
ground are set_ for August of 
1997. . 
The Cincinnati chapter of 
Habitat for Humanity will be 
aiding in the organizational site 
selection process and in the 
family selection process over the 
next few weeks. 
Habitat for Humanity 
International is a non-profit 
housing ministry dedicated to 










Habitat hopes they can raise enough money to complete a house like 
this one for a local family to live in. . . · . 
providing decent, afford~ble living in poor conditions and 
housing for low-income working rrieets with them to be sure the 
families. house will be designed according 
There are over 400 colle- . · to their needs. . 
giate chapters of Habitat nation- The family will then put in 
wide. Xavier's chapter, as an 500 hours.of "sweat equity" in 
affiliate, is dedicated to involving exchange for the purchase of the 
the Xavier community in the hous~ at a fair market value with a 
elimination of poverty housing. no-interest 20 year loan. 
_Waning said, "Our purpose "One of the neat things 
is to build a community inside of .about this program is that s.tudents 
Xavier and outside of Xavier, will be working along with the 
especially with the community family when the building begins," 
around us." Tressler Sitid. 
The group's primary.goal Over 100 Xavier students 
right flow is to raise the $45,000 participate in servipe activities for 
needed through fund-raisers held Habitat every weekend to raise 
every week and private donations. both money and awareness. 
The officers are currently Vice-Chair of Education and 
working with Rev. Michael Public Relatio~s. sophomore Matt 
Graham to contactXavier alumni Ritchey encourages students and 
w~o wo1,1ld be able to donate staff to attend their monthly (third 
things such as lumber, fixtures, - ·• . 
plumbing matefials and electrical 
work. 
· · "Our hop~ is to bring the 
entire community of Xavier 
together so \ve can make the 
building of this house a reality so 
by May of 1998 a family will be 
moving foto a Xavjer Habitat 
House built by students, profes-
sors, staff and alumni," said 
Tressler. 
The. family moving into the 
house w·m be selected soon. The 
organization chooses a family 
iTuesday)meetings in 323 Aiter: 
· ·Ritchey said, "As our 
mission statement suggests, our · 
main goal is to strengthen the. 
community and to make decent 
shelter a matter of conscience. · 
· "We wantto build an on-
going relationship between the 
staff and the students and with the 
community of Evanston." 
Patt of the money raised for 
the house will also go to the 
building of eight homes in Kenya, 
where a home can be built for 
about $500. 
MY ARMY ·ROTC salOLARSIDP 
PUT ME IN THE HOSPl'llLLASl'S~ 
Army ROTC scholarships Army hospital. Hundreru; 
. pay off twice, with money of nursing students ·win 
toward your educ~tion an,d · Anny ROTC scholarships 
five weeks of nursing i);ADERSHtp every year. You cari 
experience in an too. -?\PPlY now I ' 
ARMYROTC .. 
TIE SMARTEST COi.i.EGE COURSE YOU CAN 'mKE . . . 
For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call. 
745-1062 
• ' I I I I ' ', ' '.'\ ~ '• ~' ' ~I • I' :~' , .! ' .,',, : < ', ;,: ~:~ ,.' '', ' '' /' •,'' ' ' l I ' I ~ ' ~ \ ' I l ~, , ', • '~' ' ' • •, , ' : j I~, '\I 
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Kids vote w~th parents 
BY VIRGINIA. SUTCLIFFE 
. THE XA V-IER NEWSWIRE 
Kids Voting is a progra~ 
that is std~ing to change low 
voter par_ticipation by instilfing' 
lifelong voting habits in school 
. age children while-boosting voter. 
participation among adults.~ 
Beginnh1i.htki ndergan :.·1" 
and continuing through the 12th 
grade; the KiMy oting curricu-
lum teaches the importance of · 
--~ 
. voting and how to make an 
· informed voting decision.· 
The curriculum indudes 
activities about the election 
process, understanding issues and 
identifying leadership character-
o~jo/Sou~l1western · . .. . 
istics in candidates. . . 
The students go with their · . 
parents to the polls on Election 
Day and· voteinKids Voting 
·booths. with special ballots with 
pictures of each candidate. 
Their.results are reported i_n 
the news. media along with adult 
returns. 
Hamilton County are expected to 
participate in this upcoming · 
. electfon. · 
Volunteers are heeded to 
. staff Kids Voting booths at over 
800 polls on election day: 
Xavier Education students 
are already participating as voting 
capti~s. 
But Dr. Susanne Kirk, 
.assistant professor of elementary 
education, one of the Xavier 
representatives for·Kids Voting, 
said that more students are· 
needed. 
and h~lping children to vote," said 
Kirk. . . . · 
Kirk said that there are 
different times which students can 
-volunteer for. 
"We need workers from 
6:30-9:30 a.m.', 1 :30-4:30.p.m. 
and 4:30-7:30 p.m., wbich we 
·anticipate as being the busiest 
time," said Kirk. · 
Volunteer training sessfons 
will be held tomorrow in Alter 
· Hall Room 323 at 8:30.a:m. and in 
Joseph room 212 at 1:30 p.m. 
Students interested in 
. This program began in 
Arizona.in 1988 and arrived in 
Ohio in 199 L Since the project 
was·launched; 40 states have. . 
participated in the program and 
11 counties in Ohio are partici-
pating or starting. . ·"Volunteers will be man~ volunteering can. call Dr. su·s~nne 
.ning tables at re_al polling places. . .Kirk at 745-3703 or 38-1-VOTE . . Nearly 150,00 students in . 
-~~o . ·. . ' ' .. . . 
• Complete multimedia computer customJzed for students 
• Campus i-statlon• features: ' . · 
•Powerful lnte1°Pentlum•proces,sor 
• Large capacity hard drive . . . · ' 
•Plenty of memory tonin today's hottest' applications 
··•Plug & Play Into your cainpus network with a,hl!!h'.speed mo_dem 
• Desktop Systems Include Microsoft• Natural* 
Keyboard and Microsoft Mouse 
• L~ad~d ~Ith Ml~rosoft software fo~ stody and furi ·.· .. 
• • Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel, . 
PowerPolnt, Microsoft' Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96 Encyclopedia,_ 
. Microsoft Internet Assistants: · · · · 
•Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft-Internet Explorer 2.0 
· • Microsoft Plus! · · · · · ·· : · : · · · : .. . 
.; Games for Windows 95 · 
• Norton AntMrus and more . . 
• Hewlett Packard Color Deskiet available 
' . . . . \ 
· B .. Ask about Microsoft Program111er's Dream·Pack , . 
Processor Pentium Pentium Pentium· ·Pentium 
100 MHz 133 MHz 166 MHz 200 MHz 
Hard drive l.2GB r 1.6GB 2,1GB 2.1GB 
Monlfor . 15" 15" '15" ·15~ 
(13.7" vlewablo) (13.7~ viewable) (i3.7"·~1ewable) (1;3.7~ vlewablo) 
Price $1699 . $1999 $2299 $2499 
with LAN card $1799 $2099 $2399 $2599 
. Experience Campus Z~Station. 
·1-soo-s11.3452 
@. . .· :Mtp://ww~.zd.s.com education@zds.co.m 




BY JEN THOMAS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier Bookstore, along with SOO other schools nationwide, has 
teamed up with the "Rock the Vote" campaign to encourage students to 
participate in the upcomirig Presidential election. · 
This community service campaign is run by the Follett corpora-
tion, an Illinois based company responsible for operating hundreds of 
bookstores nationwide, including Xavier's. -
Today, each student, registered or not, willhave the opportunity 
to·vote in the. bookstore during regular store hours . 
Sttidents are urged to vote for theiipresident of choice and to 
. indicate the top three issues that prompted their vote. 
Xavier must accumulate between 200-500 ballots in order to be 
considered in the national poll. 
The. ballots are_ electronically sent to the corporate office where 
they will be tallied. . .. 
All election results, those of Xavier and the 500 other schools, 
. will be posted in the· .bookstore and available to the media before Oct.· . 
30. The pre-election is designed to.not only create interest and involve-
ment in the Nov. 5 election, but also to detennine how each campus 
votes. . 
Andrew Gephardt, director ofthe bookstore said he approaches 
thfs pre-election wiih great optimism. · 
· "We're .hoping it will be successful a~d that all eligible voters on 
campus will indeed vote,'' said Gephardt. 
The bookstore is ~lso hosting a sale in 'conjunction with this 
"Rock the Vote" theme. 
Date-rape drugs 
Washington'--ln an effort to reduce date rape on campus, 
Congress this morith approved a bill that imposd much harsher . 
criminal penaltie·s for using any drugs to commit se~u-al assault and 
other violent acts. 
Lawmakers approved the bill, H.R. 4137, after hearing testimony 
about the growing connection between sexual assault an.d Rohypnol, a 
so-called "date rape"drug considered 10 to 20 times more potent than · 
·valium. 
"This legislation marks th~ first time the' use of controlled 
substances will be viewed as a weapon anywhere in the United States," 
said Rep. Gerald Solomon(R-N. Y.), a ~o-sponsor of the bill, the Drug-
Induced Rape Prevention and Punishment Act. . 
The bill provides a maximum penalty of up to 20 years in_prison 
for using any controlled substance, -including Rohypnol, to commit a 
violent act. · . · 
Rohypnol pills or "roofies" h_ave been connected to a growing 
. number of date-rape cases, especially in Florida and Texas. The drug 
can be dropped into an unknowing victim's drink, causing them to pass 
out and have little memory of the crime or the attacker's identity. 
In urging support for the bill, Rep. Pat Schroede.r, D-Colo., said 
Rohypnol had be.come a "crisis on some of our college campuses." 
_Some college students also use the pills to get a quick high.from 
alcohoi and marijuana. The drug is smuggled in from Mexko, South 
America, Europe. and.Asia, where it is sold over-the-counter and used 
to' treat insomnia. ' 
The United States banned imports of tpe drug in March. -Still, 
H.R. 41.37 had faced roadblocks on Capitol Hill because Rohypnol, 
though illegal in the· United States, has medical uses elsewhere in the 
· world: Citing the need to reduce sexua}assauit, lawmakers 
· in·the end chose to target those who use any drug to incapacitate a 
victim. "The people captured within tlie scope of this bBl are truly 
dangers to society," said Soloman. 
Rohypnol use is on the upswing, federal investigators said. 
Horida had 14 Rohypnol cases from 19.90-1992 but reported 480 cases 
last year. 
Though ~he bill targeted all drugs used as weapons, it also 
contained harsher penalties for possession and distribution of 
Rohypnol. . , · 
Simple possession of the drug carries a prison term of up to three . . . . .... ' ·. . 
years. . .. , . . ., , .. _. . '· ., 
"We. wanted. to provide stricter penalties for Rohypnol" in 
addition fo fighting date rape, said a Solom_an ai4e.'. · , · , : .. , .. , .. 
Congress approved the legislation just before adjournment. 
Pritsident Clinton was expected to sign the legislation once it reaches 
his: desk'.'· ·::,,;:i."·: :o · · , .. ·.. · · 
(, . 
~ .... • ...... ... i 
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McDonald Library and the , The administration has said 
CBA computer lab extended their they are working on this problem. 
hours last week to accommodate and we could give them the 
students who are being shut out of benefit of thedoubt However, 
the residence hall study lounges. comingout and revealing plans 
This gesture is to be commended,· for· a giant multi-million dollar 
however, why they had to do so Convocation Center ~oesn't quite 
should be questioned. deal with the prqblem: 
In the past, students have Sure, the Convocation ' 
been able to get away from their Center will make the university 
noisy rooms and concentrate on look nice and. will bring .a great 
their studies in a quiet study deal of revenue and attention to 
lounge. They have also had Xavier; but it doesn't do the 
access to the vast resources found . students one bit of good as· far as 
through Xavier's computers which academics go: 
were housed in the study lounges. · Students are here, to. study, 
· But now, because of the . and they need the reso.urces and 
brilliant planning and greed, materials to do so, without going 
students must go across campus to out of their way to utilize them. 
get away from the noise ~r to Xavier administrat~rs seem to 
obtain access to a computer. All . frequently forget this. 
because students now have to live . It's notrocket science; 
in, what once were,.the study ·either cut the admissions numbers 
lounges of the residence halls. or buil<;t more r~sidence halls s? 
Why •should students be.. students can have· the opportumty 
inconvenienced and forced to . to study in a comfortable environ~ 
. truck thefr way through the soon ment by regaini1.1g access to study 
to be frigid temperatures to study, and computer lounges. 
just because Xavier officials (a · 
majority of whom have doctoral 
·degrees) were not smart enough to 
figure out that you can'thave 
more students than you do rooms. 
Xi
THE •... · 
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Abortion factor in'96 
(continued from page one) 
reaching for a pen to start "respect traditional family _values 
their letter to the editor. It maybe and the sanctity of human life:" 
even had sqme getting out their · Dolehelped pass a bilf 
dark clot.hes so they could bl~nd in · through the Seriate 'that banned the 
with the night and sneak around partial-birth .abortion. The 
campus to steal all the copies of procedure allows afotusto be 
Thr:! Newswire before anyone else aborted anytime up until birth. 
could get their hands on the President Clinton vetoed 
issues. This happened in late . this biHsayingthat it didnot 
Aprii of 1995, when a pai~ pro- include a provision fodts accept-
life insert was placed in The . ability when the n10ther was in .. 
· Newswire and unlawfully re- ·danger. · · · · .. · .. ·.. . • · .. · 
mov~~-by uni9:enti:J;i~d suspe9t~.... : : · . The. Catholic:opinion;cioes· ... 
It's amaziflg how powerful an .. : · . not differ much from what we . 
issue abortion is. · . would g~t out of the Dole admiri-
Not only are a few people ·: istration. J'he church rejects the 
turning into thieves, but in the past 1973 Supreme C.ourt decisions'· 
. a few radical' s have turned to and supports efforts to prohibit or 
murderer. The nationis assuredly · restrictabortion·legislatively: 
in a struggle with this issue. According to the Admini~-
. With President ClintoQ in trative B~ard of the United States 
power and ·looking more like he Catholic Conference, ''Human. life 
will stay for another four years, it · is a gift from God which all ofus · 
seems as though.th~ abortion issue ··are called to protect~ nurture, and· -• 
will legally remain the same for a sustiiin. The right to life, the most 
while .. Clinton and the Denio- basic of all human rights, must be 
cratic party are pro-choice. As proteCtec(by law.'' 
stated in The Newswire last week; .·· · · The church adds that they 
· Clinton looks to "make abortion . support policies that. would . 
less_necessary and more rare, riot encourage childbirth over abortion . 
more difficult and mori::. danger- ·.'. apd they urge government and the 
ous." I:Ie.is serious about his . . privatesector to develop programs 
stance as he demonstrated by that assistpregnant woll1en ~nd 
vetoing a ban on partial~birth. . their children, especially th~ poor; 
abortions, . ·. Both sides are obviously. 
The Clinfon a~n1inistratiori passion.ate about their belfefs. Sci .. 
actively supports improved . 
contracepii~ri .research_ an~ family 
education. Once again trying to 
reduce the number of unintended 
pregnancies: 
· · . ·With Republican candidate 
Bob Dole you get a different end 
of the spectrum. Dole and the 
Republican party feel that the · 
"unborn child h_as a fundamental 
.individual right to life which 
cannot be infri11ged." 
The Republicans look to' 
use congressional measures to 
limit abortions in the United .. · 
.States. Their platfo~ does noi 
however, call for an amendment 
to the constitution banning 
abortions. They refus·e to use 
taxes for abortion and are going 
right to the legal hea.rt of the 
matter and endorsingjl!dges who . 
how do we solve this dilemma? 
. Currently, there is no solution, . 
People must continue to look at all 
the parts of the issue and make 
their decision individually, based 
ontheir beliefs. Abortion is a 
diffic~ltissi.Ie to find a middle 
gromi.d that an entire ?ati.on can 
support. . . 
· The debate rages P!l and. an 
end do~sn't appear to be anywhere 
'in sight. But for now; you kn?W, , -
at least, ' where your: cariClidate '· · 
stands on the issue. 
: . . 
..... ~ ............ :.} ..... ,.,.. . .: ... .-;.-...... .... ...... . .. .: . . 
Violence in· the stands 
t :, 
' 
Soccer ·fans: The quest for survival 
BY PATRICK AYERS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
What kirid of masochistic, 
mentally unstable pe~son does it 
take to be a soccet fan? 
Last week 75 people were 
killed at a soccer match in (I 
think) Guatemala. Apparently, 
20,000 or so fanatics _decided they 
weren't going to let a little thing · 
like not having tickets stop them 
from seeing the game, so they 
forced their'way in and crowded 
into the stands. People were 
crushed, trampled and generally 
made to feel uncomfortable. The 
amazing part of all of this is, no 
one took much notice. It was a 
soccer match, and things like that 
happen at least two or three times 
a year at soccer matches all over 
the world. On Saturday a bunch 
of people in Ireland were killed. 
They were on a bus going to.see a 
soccer game when they were 
attacked by fans of the otlier team; 
who pelted the bus with .rocks. 
Those cannibal guys in the movie· 
Alive, who crashed their plan and 
then ate each other to.survive,· 
they were soccer players (Ac tu-: 
ally, they m,ay have beep rugby. 
players. That's an entirely 
different article if they were.). 





Last year I noticed that the 
Xavier Alumni magazine was 
allowing personal items about 
alumni to be published. 
At first, it was the year of 
graduation, graduate name, new 
place of employment or job 
promo.tion. Then they started 
. allowing mentions of new 
marriages or births. 
So I mailed them informa-
tion about myself. I am a graduate 
·of the class of 1986 from the B.S./ 
RA; program;, · 
I sent in my announcement 
proclaiming my domestic partner-
ship and marriage to Cheryl 
Deaner at the Unitarian Universal-
ist Church in San Francisco. I also 
included that I had gained a. new 
·a problem with this? Is anyone 
. else sensing a trend? . . 
Is there so little to do in the 
rest of the world that people have 
to get so worked up about a 
game? · 
I me'an, Ilove football, out I 
. can't see trampling a·littie girl.in 
order to get a good seat (pushing 
her maybe, but not trampling). 
You never hear.about riots at the 
Masters because people can't get 
to the 18th green. I cari't see 
citizens of the United States 
getting so worked up about a 
sporting everit, that they are · 
willing to accept death as a 
possible side effect of attending. 
No game is that great and soccer 
definitely isn't. 
I understand that it is a 
physically demanding sport. You· 
have to be in really great shape to 
· run around for that long, and it 
takes great foot-eye coordination 
(or whatever) to do some of the 
things that they do with the ball. 
Playing soccer is fun; Watching 
soccer is not. , 
Why do you think that one 
announcer'(The one who screams, 
"Goooooooaaaall !") gets all 
excited when anyone scores. 
Because for a large portion of the 
game, nothing happens. It's not 
that there isn't any action, people 
are running all over the middle of 
the field, kicking the ball around, 
sliding into each other and 
generally improving their c.ardio-
step-son, Jesse. 
Later, I received a call from 
a member of the magazine staff 
confirming that they had received 
the update. 
In the next issue a statement 
was published saying they were 
not taking personal information 
for the alumni newsletter any- . 
more. 
vascular health. When I say 
nothing happens, I mean nothing· 
that has anything to do ~ith the 
outcome of the game. · 
For those of you who will 
try to tell me it's not boring (to 
watch) I have two words for you: 
professional soccer. Where is it? 
There have been several attempts 
to form professional soccer 
leagues in.this country. Hell, we 
even got Pele (the Babe Ruth of · 
soccer) over here to play for a 
while. All in all, the American 
public responded with less than 
stellar enthusiasm. 
"But it's the most popular 
sportin the world!" the 'soccbr 
aficionado will cry. So what?' 
. Most of the rest of the world is · 
still trying to get indoor pfombing, 
Commuter 
parking 
. solutions are . 
obvious 
I think this policy move l have a really simple 
was taken to deny the mentioning 1 t' · fi th k. bl so u 10n or e par mg pro em 
of my new family in the. alumni at Xavier: ban freshman or both 
magazine. I view this as . 
h h b' 
1 
. d . . 
1 
·freshmen and sophomore resident 
omopl 0 ~a. P damhan simp e. . students from having cars on 




Umvers1ty survey .. I a so receive S f I h th d . "- o ar ave no ear 
contmuous requests for donations a bl' 1 t th' h . . nyone pu 1c y, sugges 1s 
tot e umversity. . . solution. Most cominuter students· 
Let me put it as plamly and th t I h t lk ·d 'th b t th' . . . a ave a e w1 a ou 1s 
slillply as I can. Xavier wdl not 
see another penny from me until 
they change their homophobic 
ways and -begin to promote the 
inherent worth and dignity of all 
human beings. 
Lori Guidos 
Xavier Class of '86 
problem suggest this solution 
more often than any other. 
Honestly, the suggestion of 
expanding the shuttle service to 
help solve the parking problem is 
bogus. The problems occur once, 
we get on campus. 
Most·students I know of 
have no problem getting to 
campus everyday, just as the 
right? Tm 
· · sµpposeq to look 
to them for 
guidance? 
Soccer is the 
:most popular 
' sport in the world 
,.. '."'. . .,,because you 
don~t need any 
equipment to play 
it. To.play 
soccer, you need 
a ball (or some-
thing vaguely ball 
. shaped) and . 
that's it. In its 
playground form 
soccer has three 
basic rules: don't 
touch the ball with your hands, 
don't knock anybody down (too 
hard) and try to ~ick the ball in the 
goal. That's it. 
. ' Soccer players (in this 
'country) tend to suffer an inferior-
ity complex .. This usually 
manifests itself in the form of 
explaining how rough soccer is. 
Bo~ing is rough, football is rough, 
soccer involves a good deal of 
cqntact, and people get hurt, but' it 
isn't rough because there are rules 
which prohibit it from being' so. If 
you run into someone too hard 
you receive a "card." This is 
actually kind of neat, because it is . 
a more.tangible symbol of shame .. 
and misdeed than a foul is in. 
basketball <Pf ~hich you get 5 or 
6, whereas in soccer I think you 
shuttle bus solution implies. 
Besides, we pay way too much for 
our passes. 
The commuters shell out 
$70 or so a year for a parking pass 
only to find 99.9-percent of the 
spaces are taken in the lots (most 
of the time by cars that only move 
a few times_ a year) and then are 
forced to park in areas on campus. 
that do not even require an 
expensive pass. 
I'm sure allowing all 
resident students on campus to 
have cars generates a nici:: bit of 
revenue for Xavier . 
Many commuter students, 
myself included, are fed up with 
the underlying attitude among 
some resident students and faculty 
that commuter students are second 
to resident students. 
Bernadette Mcintosh 
sophomore 
can only get two:. ;See, it can't be 
that rough.). :rve ne.ver seen one 
of these up close, but I suspect 
they say "Don't citJ>that again" on 
, them. Also, I don't think the 
players get to keep the cards. This 
would be cool because a really 
:rebelliou:S.'playeq9cmld put them ~. 
up on hfa or her wall, sort of like a 
trophy. 
I'm kidding of course (sort 
of). You do have to be tough to 
play soccer. 'However by protest-
ing so much, soccer players make 
it seem like they are trying to 
convince everyone that they really 
could have played football or 
some other sport that the Ameri-
can population deems as more 
macho. 
Soccer is fun to play and 
cool to watch as long as you know 
sorp.eone who is playing. Hun-
dreds of thousands of little kids 
play s·occer every weekend in this 
country (Because of which a new 
demographic; "the soccer mom," 
. has sprung up. I could point out 
that many of thes~ mothers point 
· to how safe soccer is as a reason 
for letting little Susie or Billy 
play, but I won't). Despite this, I 
hope and pray that the people of 
this country won't loose their 
minds over soccer the way the rest 
of the world has. It's time once 
again for the United.States to take, 
a strong leadership role and say no 
to this madness. 
SP@RTS 
Shooting season ope.ns 
XaviePitlfifle squad opened its 1996-97 season this past 
weekend hoping to at least equal, if not better, the 1995-96 
campaign that resulted in a third place finish at the NCAA 'J'.ourna-
ment. 
The Musketeers travelled to Tennessee Tech for the Golden 
Eagle Invitational. Unfortunately, the Muskies were dealt a 
setback as they finished fourth in the tournament. 
Last year, Xavier found great success in the air rifle competi~ 
tion, taking first in that discipline in the NCAA Championships. In 
Tennessee, Xavier's air rifle was again strong as XU tied Jackson-
ville State for first with a score of 1539. 
The Musketeers ran into trouble in the smallbore competition 
scoring a 4556 that dropped their overall score to 6095. 
The score in smallbore did set a.school record.for the highest 
smallbore score by a team of four girls. The lone man on .this 
year's rifle team, Ted Rozman, did not score in the small bore 
discipline. 
Karyn Juziuk led Xavier's smallbore effort with a career best 
. of 379 from the standing position. 
Jasckonville State won the tournament with 6141, while 
Murray State came in.just six points behind. The host school 
finished with a score of 6106. 
Next up for Xavier is a competition at Murray State on 
Saturday. 
- . 
S.wimmers di.ve into deep. end 
The.womens swimming team opened the 1996-97 season 
with a loss to crosstown rival, Cincinnati on Friday. The Bearcats 
defeated the Musketeers 57-29. 
With only two ~eniors on the squad, the Muskies have to 
look to their youth for scoring production. Freshmen Amanda 
Goubeaux and Alyssa Robbins led Xavier, each. with a first place 
finish. · · . · · · · '' · ' 
Goubeaux captured first in the lOOm backstroke with a time 
of.1:03.66 and Robbins took home first place honors in the lOOrh 
fly with a time of 1 :00.62. 
The Muskies took second place finishes in the 50m freestyle, 
200m individual medley, lOOm freestyle, 500m freestyle and the 
lOOm breaststroke. 
Xavier battled Miami (Ohio) last night and welcomes St. 
Francis (PA) to the O'Connor Sports Center on Saturday at 2:00 
p.m. 
~ec-Sports B-ball tourney sign~ups 
Xavier's Recreational Sports Department is set to tip-off this 
year's four on four basketball tournament the week of Nov. 4. 
Play is open to students, faculty and staff, and there are 
men's, women's and co-rec divisions for the double elimination 
tournament. Teams may have up to eight players. Games will 
begin the week of Nov. 4, and will continue throughoutthe month. 
- Sign-ups are are being accepted at_the O'Connor Sports 
Center now, and the deadline to get your team in is 4 p.m. on on 
Wednesday, Oct: 30. A mandatory captain's meeting will take 
place on Thursday, Oct. 31 at 4 p.m. 
The tournament costs $4 per team. -Any questions can be 
directed to Shawn Hamill at 745-2856, or stop by the Intramural 
Office in the Sports Center. 
ComingUp(IJ 
-Wednesfiay, Oct. 23 
Friday, Oct. 25 
Saturday, Oct. 26 
Sunday, Oct. 27 
Tuesd11y, .Jct. 29 
•Women's Soccer at Ohio State at 4 p.m. 
- •Men's Soccer vs. LaSalle at 7p.m. 
•Volleyball vs. St. Bonaventure at 7:30 p.m. 
. •Tennis vs.-Eastern· Kentucky 
- •Volleyball vs. Duquesne at 2 p.m. . 
•Women's Swimming vs. St. Francis at 2 p.m. 
•Rifle at Murray State 
•Women's Soccer at Virginia Tech 
•Men's Soccer vs. Fordham at 2 p.m. 
•Women's Soccer at Radford at 1 p.m. 
•Volleyball vs. Morehead State at 7:30 p.m. 
~II home games are in bold . 
Home soccer matches are.played at Corcoran Field 
Home swim meets ate held in thi: O'Connor Sports Center 
Home volleyball matches are played at Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Home tennis matche_s are on the courts near the North Parking Lot 
·xu tacketeers ~take court. 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEW:SWIRE 
. ·The women tennis players 
of Xavier found success last week 
in their two matches to move io 5-
1, but the men were not as lucky, 
· falling to 2-1. 
Crosstown rival Cincinnati 
was the first victim of the women 
. last Wednesday, when Xavier 
handed the Bearcats a 5-4 loss. 
On Friday, both the men's 
anci women's teams played St. 
Bonaventure. The women 
trounced the Bonnies 8-1, but the 
men struggled to a 5-4 defeat. 
The UC match was a close 
one for theJadies .. XU came out 
of the singles matches with a 4-2 
lead. Lindsey Beeman and Angie 
Richardson picked up wins for 
Xavier, as did a pair of freshman, 
Kristen Wolr'and Julie Roth. 
Cincinnati came back strong 
in the doubles matches, however. 
Xavier's first 'doubles team of 
Meghan Caton and Lindsey _ 
Beeman dropped a 9-7 decision to · 
tlfeir Bearcat foes. 
· Denise Chokan and Jill 
Norton played number three· 
doubles for XU, but lost 8-4. 
I 
The last match of the day 
teamed up Lindsey Weber and 
Roth. With the match resting on 
. this game, the Xavier duo played 
photo by Deena Delfosse 
-Senior Meghan Caton w~its for h.er St. Bonaventure opponent to return 
a shot in Friday's match. Caton has a 16-8 overall record this seasolJ.. 
tough, and won in a tie-breaker. Musketeers this season. 
The match against the The men ran into harder 
Bonnies was ea8ier for the times against the Bonnies. · 
Musketeers. Xavier swept . Bonavernture came out strong in 
througµ the singles matches, and .. _ . the singles play, and took a 4~2 
th~ oAiy loss for xu; cam~ ftohi . · ·' lead-on :Xavier hea'c1ing itiid 'the · 
Weber and Roth. doubles play. 
Caton and Roth lead the ---Matt Dunson and Monish 
team with their winning percent- Patel were the two victorious 
ages of .667. Both players have· Musketeers in singles play. Both 
posted nine singles wins, and ' won their matches-in straight sets. 
s·even doubles victories for the The number two and three 
BY ToM DE CORTE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Musketeer women's 
golf team put the finishing touches 
on their fall season with strong 
finishes in their last two tourna-
ments. 
Last Monday and Tuesday, 
while 'i:nost Xavier students. were 
engulfed in Midnight Madness, 
the women golfers were inflicting 
some madness on their opponents 
in the Franklin College Fall 
Festival Women's Golf Tourna-
ment. 
The Lady Muskies finished 
second in the tournament, with 
Hope College (Holland, Mich.) 
taking the top honors. Xavier 
placed four golfers in the tourna-
ments top 20 finishers. . . 
Sophomore Christy Fout 
shot a sizzling 80 on the second 
day of the tournament to reach a
1 
fourth place finish at 168. 
Ellen Colenbrander of Hope 
took the individual title with a 
mark of79-80-159. 
Senior Shannon Lundy Uu~d 
an 84 on Monday to gait, herself 
eighth place on the tournament 
with a total score of 172. 
· Also finishing in the top 20 
were senior Cara Henley, who 
placed 11th at 175, and junior 
Melissa Kenny, who took 14th at 
177. 
The Muskies finished their 
fall season at the First Annual -
Bearcat Invitational. 
In the Invitational, Xavier 
took a fifth place finish, 46 shots 
behind the champion Illinois State 
University. 
Lundy was the top golfer for 
Xavier, shooting 80-83-163 to 
finish tied for 12th. _ 
Fout finished tied for 21st 
with a 87-83-170 score: 
Fout ended the fall season as 
the top golfer, With an average of 
85.08 in 13 rounds._ She had a 
low score of 78 during the fall, 
which equalled her career best. 
Lundy' s fall season was 
solid, as. she shot for-a 87.69 
average in 13 rounds. She set a 
career best round with a 80 in the 
fall season. 
Kenny and Henry also 
finished with averages _under 90, 
ending the· season with: a 89.31 
and 89.38 resp~ctively~ 
The women will resume 
again in .the spring, March 24-25 
_ at the Charleston Southern 
-Invitational. 
doubles teams were victorious. for 
Xavier as the Muskies went on to 
lose the match by one game, 5-4. 
Duns"on and Viilay · _ · · 
Rajendran combined· for aii 8-6 · 
victory o.Y:er'their ifonriie conipeii:· 
tors. Skip Redd and BrentCullen 
had an easier time in their match 
as they notched an 8-1 win~ 
Both teams· are idle until 
they host Eastern .Kentucky on 
Oct. 25. 
The men are also winding 
down their season, competing at -
the Persimmon Ridge Invitational 
down I-71 in Louisville, Ky. as 
The Newswire went to press. 
Last week the men travelled 
down to Memphis for the Kroger 
Invitational. 
The Muskies attained a tie• 
for eighth place in the tourney 
with the Air Force Academy. 
· · The team champion of the 
tournament was Auburn Univer-
sity, finishing six over par for the 
tournament as a team. Xavier 
finished 40 ovbr par for the three 
rounds. 
The leading individual 
finisher for the Musketeers was 
seniorJ.T. Croy, wh9 finished 
eight over par in 22nd place. -
- Croy's performance of224 
was buoyed by a second round 
score of71. 
Junior Matt Servies·finished 
close behind Croy in a tie for 25th 
place at nine over par with five · 
other golfers with a score of225. 
Sophomores _Michael Ries 
and Steve Di°xon finished with 
scores· of 11 · ano 12 over par 
res pee ti vely. 
. A Newswire Sports commentary ·. . 
. The champion of championships 
Hooters_ boot tourney.h9pes 
BY STEVE SMITH 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
To the disappointment of 
the men's soccer tearn, a second 
year of Atlantic 10 conference 
play did not yield the success of 
their rookie season. 
The Musketeers dropped 
road contests to A-10 opponents 
George Washington and Virginia 
Tech last weekend, eliminating 
their hopes of postseason P,lay. 
Xavier headed into the weekend 
hoping to capture two crucial wins 
and move up the A-10 ladder 
towards a spot in the conference 
· championships. 
In Friday's match at George . 
Washi'ngton's South Riding Field, 
Xavier ended up on the short side 
of a 2-0 decision. The Colonials 
struck for goals by Matt Ferry and 
Craig Jones in the final 10 minutes 
of play after dominating the match 
from the outset. · 
GW outshot the Muskies 
19-6 in the game and 13-2 in the 
second half while controlling the 
ball for 68 minutes of play. 
Xavier simply couldn't find 
a way to penetrate the Colonials' 
defense .. 
"We only had about one or· 
two real opportunities in the entire · 
match. That makes it very 
'difficult to win a game," said . · 
Xavier's Vladimir Ciric. 
"We tense up in these games 
to the pointwhere we lose our 
they traveled to Blacksburg, Va. 
to face Virginia Tech. 
Despite playing better than 
they ·had 011 Friday the :rvf:u~kies 
suffered a 5-1 defeat to the 
Hokies. 
Trailing at halftime 2-0, 
Xavier. decided to change their 
strategy.to attempt tp get back in · 
the game. . · , 
Rather than their usual zone 
defense, the Muskies employed a 
man to man defense and moved 
·two more forwards into the line 
. up. A risky move that would 
backfire on the Musketeers.· 
Virginia Tech netted three 
goals in the second half, ending 
' any hopes Xavier had of a 
•comeback.. 
Bill Schaefer scored the 
Muskies' kme goaloff a cross 
from David Spacarelli in the 83rd. 
'minute of play. 
"The inove we made-at · 
halftime.either gets you back in 
the game or allows for a lot of 
goals. lt'just worked against us 
this time," said Hans Pascoal. 
The weekend losses dropped 
. the Musketeers to 5.-9 overall and 
2-6 in .the Atlantic IO with two 
confereJ)ce games left on the 
schedul~,. ·Xavier hosts those two 
conference games this Friday and 
Sunday against ~aSalle and 
Fordham respectively.· 
"All season we have lacked. 
confidence and we've tried to 
change that, but it's now to the 
. point where we don't know what 
to do anymore. Now we just have 
to go out.and play like we have· .. ·· 
nothing to lose, because we 
edge and play without confidence. 
That's been .the story of the entire 
season. ·If we feel we have. . 
nothing to lose and play relaXed, 
we olav fantastic, Its when we · don't." said Ciric. 
tense up and feel pressure that we 
don't play-to our ability;" added 
Ciric. · 
Sunday's match would be 
no different for the Muskies as 
'.'These were tough losses 
for us. Despite a rough season, 
we still bad a chance to make it to · 
the tournament. Now that's 
gone;!.' added Pascoal. 
BY ToM DE CoRTE · 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE . 
Granted, the Atlanta Braves 
up two games to none over the New 
York Yankees in the World Series 
has about as much drama as the rest 
of FOX's fall lineup, but there's 
·something special about it. 
was a man' on first and the count was 
3-2. 
And then he dropped the ham-
mer down, jacking a towering blast 
into the left field seats. Two to 
nothing Braves. 
Andruw Jones. Nineteen 
years old. 
The very next inning,. it's al-
ready 5-0 Braves, and Jones is up 
After all, it's not often that 
NFL football is upstaged by any.: 
thing, much less another sport. Why was he asked to sing? again. 
That's exactly what happened 
Sunday night when the Wodd Se-
ries began in Yankee Stadium. 
Good luck. That's baseball. That's One out. 3-2count. Gone. To 
tradition. left field again. 8-0 Braves. Game 
The tradition and pageantry is over. 
TheNFLhadplayeditsgames 
in the after:, eduling no 
what got me absorbed in the game, Andruw Jones is 19~years.old 
but it was 'htaBraves perfec- and has two World Series homers. 
games ·in di' g to give the · bing. I'm20yearsoldandihadtwo 
. h ,::~=·· . .,,,.,.,~~:·. ing pitch- ·home runs in my high school career. 
y Young lthinkchildhood/teenagersta-
.h .. ,, .... ·>" . ,Sr§Jt:L, leagues. .tus is officially lost for good when 
startedA~ the "'~~:n~\ ~li~41;;:~ ~:,::;:~::~~a:;:.~=~m~:~; 
lineup introductions. Rookie of the Year Derek At any rate, the most evident 
The scene atYankee Stadium Jeter, perennial batting champion thing aboutthis year's World Series 
when. the PA announcer bellowed, Wade Boggs, American League is that sport parallels all other as-
"Ladies and Gentlemen, please give Championship Series MVP Bernie pects in our history. 
·a warm, New York welcome tothe Williams, and the leading home.i:w,t,,,,,,,,;e,,,,,,,,,.,.,.,. The power has shifted from 
National League Champion Atlanta hitter of the· 1990' s CeciLFigfa~f;"··-·.wtne'A:ln~i,;an League champs of the 
Braves," was, needl.ess to say, not were _no match for the.,:@fli'inating ··%""'-. e Yankees, Blue Jays 
that friendly. ·· Smoltz. . ')f;;,.. · e team of this de-
Then, of course, came the in- He had them 1~~i.:guess- ;~ f~;~raves. 
troduction of the Yankees;· who were ing and wishing th .,,.,~\' rio'i~.~ I)ad'i::. .. · ntfl my beloved Ti-
vociferously welcomed by the Yan- . to face the.Braves ... ~, ~t~f!d. ... their r~ter with 19 year 
kee Stadium faithful. . . In fact, it t clJi'w().,, .. ,, cfo,tfielde . nd pitchers who 
Take notes, Cincinnati: your thirds innings fo + . ' the ball over the 
team makes the playoffs, you actu- allow a hit to the' 
ally attend the games and cheer. lineup. .,.r.: ..... 
At any rate, the one thing that In the other du ·''-·' as .4~k 
makes baseball the king of sports is Yankee ace, probable AL · 
the tradition a~d:.:th~ resistari9e to. :winner Andy Pettitte. 
needless change. ·. lefthander looked intimid 
it wasn't Hootie ,ot Garth . scaredtobeonsoort'sbiggeststage. 
Brooks or Boyz II Men who sang He m11de it past the first in-
the National Anthem, it was the old ning but after that, the flood gates 
fossil who sang for three dozen Yan- were opened by a 19-yearold rookie. 
kee home games during the year in That rookie was Andruw 
his intelligible, muzzled fa5hion. Jones, the Braves left fielder. There 
·"'rt, the American 
League ar team can't beat the 
Bra .. it/" seven game series. 
Perhaps the real beauty of this 
Series is that the focus is the games. · 
There are no spitters. and no 12-vear 
olds. The only .Bud anyone is talk-
ing about is the kind.that is brewed 
in St. Louis, and not the one brewing 
in Milwaukee. 
Play ball! 
The time is now for Muskie kickers 
photo by Tony Matera 
Xavier's Holly Grow has helped her team's scorilig effort this year 
with four goals and one assist. The Muskies hope to kick around. 
Virginia Tech this week to move a step closer to the A-10 Tournament. 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN · 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The women's soccer team 
· takes to the field tonight in 
Columbus with Ohio State for 
their first action in over a week. 
Xavier's women have been 
idle since dropping a 1-0. deeision 
to the No. 15 Kentucky Wildcats 
last Tuesday at Corcoran Field .. 
The loss to UK put the Muskies at 
9-4-1. on the year, and left their 
Atlantic IO mark locked at 5-1. 
The game against Ohio State 
is the first of three road matches 
for Xavier as the season winds to 
.a close. This series of games will 
be followed by a two game 
homestand to wrap up the 1996 
.campaign on Nov. 3. · 
The ladies, however, hope to 
be playing well into November if 
they can earn a berth tp the A-10 
Tournament in Rhode Island. The 
~op two teams in each division of 
the conference will advance. 
The OSU match will put 
Xavier's unbeaten streak against 
the Buckeyes on theline. The 
Musketeer's are 4-0-1 against 
Ohio State, including a 2-1 win 
,last year at Corcoran F.ield. 
On Saturday, Xavier will 
travel to Blacksburg, Va. to tangle 
with Virginia Tech. The Hokies 
4-2 record in the A-10 leaves them 
in third place in the West Divi-
sion. 
Xavier will have to punch 
the ball past Tech goalkeeper 
Hope Handley to come out 
· victorious. Handley enters the 
week with a . 77 goals against 
average in the A-10. 
This game is important for 
· Xavier. With a win, Tech will be 
out of contention for the second 
playoff spot. George Washington, 
at 6-.0-1 in the conference, has 
clinched a trip to the tournament. 
The lone blemish on the Colonial 
record is a 2-2 tie with Massachu-
setts, the top team in the East 
Division, and the No. 10 team in 
the country. . 
. ·The Musketeers will play 
back~fo-back games as they travel 
a short distance through the 
Commonwealth to take on the 
Radford Highlanders on Sunday 
afternoon. 
Xavier returns home next 
Wednesday for a clash with A-10 
foe Dayton. The Flyers currently 
stand tied with Xavier for second 
. place with a 5-1 conference · 
record. The match could have 
major postseason implications 
with both teams vying for the final 
playoff spot. 
Silicon Valley in Cincinnati 
WINDOWS C++ DEVELOPERS 
Excillng, young Clnc:lnnall software c:ompany needs five full· 
time Windows Ctt davalopers lo bring a 1avolutionary new 
product to market. You ne&d lo have a slrong work ethic and 
• be vary lechnlcal, Imaginative, and d&d!cafed, as we are 
~ breaking many ot Cha traditional sottware paradigms. 
Sklll1 Required: 
MS Visual C++ 4.2, MFC, Win32, Windows 95 & NT 4.0 
RDIH Avall1bl1: 
• Graphical user interface, low·lev.al graphics 
• lntamat. HTTP/HTML. POP3, web sits mgml, UNIX 
• Telephony, voice mait. fax, CO audio, mu!tlmedia 
• Storag_., file system, database, tape, DAO, ODBC 
• Secunly, .anetyplii>n, Ciyi>ioAP1;· Sacura Sockets Layar 
i :;u:i:11~.:,::;~en=:::m~~~do:1chrod1~~u~~~ 
I intonnarfon management and Internet communlcatlon1 
• applets. It Is compktetty object~rienled and repretents a 
l breakthrough deliQn in interfaces that· will forever change 
the tac. of compurf1.g. 
We provide an outstanding· work environment. the best 
aqUipment, and a devalopmlN)t ream ~lcil 'Mil depend 
haavUy on your COding ••rtlse and ·creativity. W1 oHer • 
vary competittvo salary, health insurance, and potential fOt 
aqui1)1 and &tock oplionL 
II you a111 IOOl<lng lor tho axcitamont and challenge of Silicon 
Valley without tho high coat of llving ot lhe &Afthqu&k••· 
P!HH contact u1 lmmedl11aty. lntarestad persons may 
· submit their resumes and salary hlltory ·to Timm Mar1ln, 
Dov~t Man-, P.O. 9o.< 2018, Clncsnnatl. OH 
45201, ot\'\a E·m&il to Ommalntcom.nat. 
• • (I Interface Technolog1e.s 
An Equal Opportunlly Employ« 
.c,; 
' .;~ 
Flyers barrel· roll round Muskies 
BY SOREN BAKER 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier's volleybi:llUeam 
lost to Atlantic to.rival Dayton 
Friday evening at Schmidt 
Fieldhouse. The loss evened the 
Muskies conferencerecord to 5~5. 
XU fell to 14..:10 overall, 
while Dayton improved to 18-4 
and 9-1 in the A-10. 
After going 4-1 to open 
conference play, Xavier has lost 
four out of its last five conference 
matches. 
"We got into some of the 
tougher teams in the conference 
· lately," senior outside hitter Katie 
. Andrews said. "In the beginning 
we started off with ~lot of steam, 
but we needed to get a taste of 
what the tougher teams were like. . 
Now we know that and we know 
what to expect. And I think that 
will help." 
· Dayton defeated Xavier, 15-
13, 15-12, 7-15, 15-4. 
help us the next time around." 
Senior setter Susie Checkett . 
led the Musketeers with 47 assists, 
while freshman outside hitter Beth 
Osterday added 14 kills~ 
But Xavier.had 20 service 
errors against Dayton, which is the 
highest total durfrtg Deaton' s 
tenure as Xavier's head coach. 
"We still control our own 
destiny," Deaton said. "We play 
everybody again. If we take care 
of business, people are going to 
come to us. Like I said before, 
this is going to go down to the last 
week. We need to get back to the 
things that we do." 
Xavier plays on the week-
end for the second consecutive 
week when A-10 rivals St. 
·Bonaventure and Duquesne visit 
· Schmidt Fieldhouse on Friday and· 
Saturday, respectively. The 
Bonnies will test Xavier on Friday 
at 7· p.m. and the Dukes put their 
reputation on the line at 
Saturday's 2 p.m. meeting. 
Bonav.enture is very competitive. 
We're going to find out if we're 
getti"g better, staying the same or 
· getting worse." ' 
· · The spikers have 11 games 
left on their schedule before the 
A-10 tournament that takes place 
over Thanksgiving weekend. 
get the Inside Track 
on admissions 
• Business School 
• Medical School 
• Law School · 
• Grad School 
"There's a lot of things you 
can look at," Xavier head coach 
Floyd Deaton said. "It could be 
people running out of gas. It 
could be injuries. We.never 
changed (our attack against 
Dayton). Dayton never changed, 
they kept the same rotation. 
There's a fine line between 
y.rinning and losing and we're 
walking that line." 
The best efforts ojjunior defensive specialist Jamie Martin couldn't 
keep the F(vers from outpacing the Muskies. 
XU defeated both St. 
Bonaventure and Duquesne on the 
road in September. 
Xavier got out to a quick lead in defeat the Muskies in the first '.'These· are real important 
games/'. Andrews said. "I think if 
. we can win both of these, it will 
give us momentum for Temple, 
who we need to beat." 
the first game of the set. game, 15~ 13. Space is limited! Call today 
to reserve your seat Dayton regrouped, however, "We have a hard time , and began to routinely hit open finishing teams.off," Andrews 
spots in the Musketeers•·ctefense. said. "(Dayton's) a good team, 
Xavier's serving also began they've been ranked high in the Deaton concurs: "It is a 
very, very big weekend. 
Duquesne is 5-5 in the confererice 
now and they're equal to us. St. 
1-800 KAP·TEST 
to falter. conference. We were surprised 
The Flyers were able to and frustrated. We've never really KAPLAN Led by strong serving, overcome Xavier's early lead and· been out of a match, so that will 
. ': 
· Singers, Singer/Dancers, 
' ,.. .. ,.. 
. ,.. ,. 
*,. 
Musicians & D.J's 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Thursday, October 31, 1996 
University of Ondnnati 
Tangeman Center - Great Hall 
Auditions: 4:30 - 6:30 p.nt. 
Westerville, Ohio· (Columbus Area) 
Friday, November 1, 1996 
Otterbein College . 
Battelle Fine Arts Center, Dance Studio 
Auditions:· 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. 
.. 
C~ 
. Youngstown, Ohio 
Sunday, November$, 1996 
Youngstown State University 
· Blis.5 Hall - 3rd Floor 
~ . Auditions: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. 
BowlingGree~Ohio l"'- , Tuesday, November 5, 1996 
- . Bowling Green State University 
University Union - Ohio Sui~e 
Auditions: 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
•Technicians . 
I!_.._.._... PDSmDNS ·~istant Choreographer (" ~ d Al.SO •Costumed Characters · 
AYAllABLE (Berenstain Bears™) £ •Costumed Shop i'eisonnel 
For additional sites or 
information contad: 
Cedar Point® 
live Entertainment · 
Post Office Box 5006 · 
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CARROT-TOP 
is coming to 
Cincinnati!!· 
don't miss Carrot Top at: 
THE TAFT THEATRE 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH 
8:00 P.M. 
TICKETS ()N SALE NOW AND AVAILABLE AT THE 1:A1t1' l10X OFFICE, ALL TICKETMASZ'ER 
l.OC:A 110N8 OR CALI. Stl2·4!N9 
FOR EXTREMELY HIP 
. . 
COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY. .. 
'1' • • 
CLIP THIS COUPON AND REDEEM AT THE TAFT 
BOX OFFICE ORA TICKETMASTER: LOCATION 
FOR A $5.00 DISCOUNT ONTHE 
CARROT TOP SHOW 
.. .. .. : ~ 
•I 'l:V£RSI€JNS .. 'IJigh Schoo!' gets y<>11 'High' 
(continuedfr1m1p~gel) _ 
.··. . . J.- animated televisioifseries 
-- ----.·, ,_ .. ·- ,,.,, .. ,,. -· _ .. _ .... -· .. _... ·,_ ~'.Th.-ecn.·t ..i_c_-;''.:.-,'..::_.· .. ::·.-··. __ 
. >: . " .~ . ' 
.:·."< -, .. _..,··.>·-:· ._ .. ' ::· 
-x_ u._:·_·•_;·. a_·:.
1r.·.:.to.•.·.·. n.·.·.:i.~.+.·.1_·. S,_·:.-.•. n_,'···_;_._·-:.-:·'.l3v . . :~1~:~,~~~~t:~~:- ... ·· .. 
_ _ . V .J: - '.'Higli:scliool High," Lovitz.-· .. 
',j< . . .- . 
: ''· · ·. · : · -o.. ' ' undertook his first leading ~ole. .. 
An exhiblti<m ofthre;·contia~tµig-~ists-wi{fop~ri~t ·"(Havingthe lead) was a big-· 
· the Xavi_er_Art Gallery on Friday, Nov; :i with ar~ception dirfer:ence because I am the guy - . 
from 6~8 p:m. . , - - - . - .. ·- _._· ' .> ;- - who hioves the story forward," 
. ··Thegallery is optrn Monday through Friday.from noon L<>vitz said;- "I have a fight scene· 
to 4Jim~ :; · · _ · · ,: -- · · and a drunk scene. and a.love -
The display, which \'(ill be presented throughNov. 22, - scerie. N(?rmally,-I'm trying to 
features the; work of Susan Stahl, Laura Blanken' artd Patrick-_ . c<,>me up with more lines because I · 
Browne; . ... -._ . · ·. . · . · · \\'.~ntto be in the movie more. But 
. Stahl explores_ qualities of light ttirough the use of iii this one, I had so much to do 
reflective and tactile materials: Blanken uses religious and th~tI'didn't worryabout.that. I 
-personalicoi'lic'imagery in:two~ ~nd three-dimensional works, . just got to act more than I nor- . 
and Browne comments on the progre~sion oftiine through .. nially do, whichwas fun." _ 
· figurative a:nd nostalgic images of clock faces. .· . . rn "lfigh School High," 
Eveii.though he is ~!early out of place in the.classroom, Jon Lovitz has-. 
to do ~omething to get the attention of his uninspire(i students in "High 
-School High:" -A good.scratch of the blackboard will always do. Persons seeking more information may call x,3811. . Lovitz plays Richard Clark, a 
Dr. l)re. perfornls,::_liv.e 
_ _ Rapper/producer extraordin~te Dr. Dre will perform 
his 'latest single"Been There Done That" on "Saturday 
Night L.ive'; this Saturday. - · _ 
. "Saturday Night Live" airs at 11_:30 p.m. on NBC, · 
"Been~There Done.That" is the second single from 
the foniler. N.W.A member's forthcoming album, "Dr. Dre 
. Presents ... THE AFTERMATH,'' which hits record stores 
on Nov~26. · 
The first single; "East Coast Killa/West Coast 
Killa,"features New York wordsmiths KRS~One andNas 
,,, · ·a1origsideWest Coastrhyme~s RBX'arid B-R~al from·· 
i -
· . Cypress Hill .. :; · . 
Dr._Dre left Death Row Records earlier this year to 
launch his own imprint, Aftermath Entertainme11t. -
NeCd '1ollege Friends 
College Friends i~ in need of 40Xavier studen~s 
to become college friends for children from neighbor~ 
hood schools .. -·• - - · · · 
. Several elementary s_chools said they were -
interested hi the programand 170 children have 
registered to participate; - · · 
· . Persons interested in becoming a co.llege friend . 
. may call x3567 or stop by the Campus Ministry Office, 
· _which is located.on Herald Avenue across from 
· l:lusman Hallo. 
·.·•'I 
Interfaith·.·Thai1ksgiving 
The Xavie~,commuriity will join in a.11_ interfaith 
thanksgiving service at 4 p;in.:on Monday, Nov; 25, iri 
. the ·Bellam1ine Chapel. . · · · 
The.service will be held before the'American ; 
feast ofTh,anksgiving. . . . 
. Jewish;' Christian. and Muslim faculty members ·· -
.and students will le_ad prayers 6f gratitude from-these · 
_ Western religious traditions. - ._ 
A reception in the Nieporte toµnge of CBA will -
follow-the servke. · · 
.. Thollghts Qfthe·week 
'' following are three way~ to combat stress. 
-· .. , .. L,.Oon~t be_avictiin>When f~ced with a 
.difficult situation, ask yourself; ."Whatcan I do to·-. 
: change t~is?" Take action, _ . 
2. Learn to.relax and meditate. Quiet time is -. 
, crucialtp gaining peace of mind. · 
. 3. Laugh. Humor.is a great healer. 
teacher at Wellington ~chool; a. 
wealthy:prep school where his 
. father (John Neville) is headmas-
ter. Despite warnings from his old 
man, Clark decides to transfer to 
... Manon Barry High, a notoriously 
dangerous school in the inner city: 
_ His goal is to help the. 
_ students ·succeed academically; in 
his mind, everyone has the ·ability · 
to succeed and there are no "bad" 
kids.-· , · 
"It's a spoof of that genre of 
film like 'Rebel Without a Cause' 
and all those movies where a 
teacher goes fromthe all white 
school to the inner city school to 
help the kids;" Lovitz said. 
. Clark's first day at Marion 
Barry High i~ less than perfect. 
: His classroom :------' and the rest of 
the school for that matter - is a 
disaster. ·His car gets stolen, his 
· students either mock or ignore 
"him and he has· a negative run-in 
' : . . 
with the school'..s emotionless monologues where you can get 
principal, Mrs. Doyle (Louise kinda dramatic, and they're 
Fletcher). · · · <tlramatfc and funny at the same 
."It really attracted me to · time," Lovitz said. "In some 
·.play this earnest, sincere guy in scenes, the funny part is that 
the midst of ~his ridiculous chaos," stuffs happening around me and 
Lovitz said. I'm playing it straight." 
In spite of the chaos, Clark · "High School High" _ 
mai,ntains his naive id~alism. This succeeds in all areas. The lines 
charms Victoria Chappell (Tia are fuQny, the scenes are hHarious 
Carrere), the principal's assistant. arid .the acting is superb. . -
With her assistance, Clark _sets out Additionally, the film 
to make a positive difference in ·: features a pleasing soundtrack that 
the lives of his students. He also _ is graced with the likes of such. 
enlists the help of Griff - talented groups as T.he Roots, A 
McReynolds (Mekhi Phifer), the Tribe Called Quest and De La 
student in whom he sees the inost Soul. 
promise. _ . . In fact, the bjggest fJaw of 
Clark has .all kinds of "High:~chool High'' is that it is . 
_hilarious 0:1.isadventures as he only 86 minutes long; 
prepares his pupils for a profi- John Lovitz was being 
ciency test. ..,.. modest when he said, "I think the 
- "[The.movie is]really - movie is really good. I think it's 
funny' but it also has these ' very funny." - ' 
Hyenas•• 'Laughing' at. convention 
BY SOREN BAKER. 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE-,- . -
. . - . 
: As the premier release ~n .·· 
Public Enemy frontman Chuck 
_ P's Slam Jamz label, the Hyenas 
In The Desert debut EP-"Die 
·Laughing" challenges the norms 
hip-hop has come to embrace . 
. · The Long island quartet 
' abandons happy samples, endless 
· b<;>asting of the player lifestyle and 
· a: bevy of narcissistic rhymes, 
instead opting for macabre . 
sotindbeds and equally brutal 
·.Being intimidated by the Hye_nas In The Deserts' ominous music and 
threatening appeamnce is easy. 
lyrics that willdo more than go an intro,:,this brief interlude 
bump in the night. . perfectly ushers the audience into 
· Unlike their contemporaries the Hyenas' brutal arena. 
- who are set.on lettin'g their When .''Ca~ You Feel It" 
audi(!nce know who they are op~ns, a feeding frenzy on sucker 
listening.to,_ only.one Hyena, MCs seems imminent. Kendo and 
Kendo; reveals .Pis identity during the other Hyenas depict evil 
the album. The other three . happ~nillgs of the night with the 
Hyenas remain. na~eless through- - b~cking.of mid~range piano . 
out, .makingthf!ir threatening strokes"an 'abused accordion 
music· and lyric~ seem more · selection, methodical drums and a 
immediate; - . dash ofsinistef.female vocals. As 
. _ -"Elephant Graveyard" opens · if their interis~ly savage persona · · . 
- the collection o_n an ominou~ note, · . was being te$ted, one of the pack 
with animal noises, laughing-and clafrns, ·~You can'tsmash us, we 
wicked drums and bells building return like kitchen roaches," on 
·. an atmosphere that is usually "Wild Dogs.''. 
_associated with a midnight visit. to . · _ A sainple of Geto Boy 
: the cemetery. Although it is only Scarface adds a S()mber touch to 
-the reflective "Why Me." .As th~ 
members of the group recount 
their individual bi:ij.tles balancing 
fun with tfQuble, a das.h of 
compassi<,>n escapes. It doesn. t 
last long, however .. The next 
inter~ude,. "Fresh.Meat~" l.eads into 
"Hyenas In The Desert," which· 
' sounds somewhat apocalyptic. 
. Throughout "Die Laugh-
ing,'' Hyenas In The Desert 
display warped minds· and sounds 
· w~th -a passion that can only be .• · 
e~plained by their.desire to ' 
succeed iri the music industry. 
Although their debut is far from 
dinner music; this. sonic platter· 
. should sati~fY' fans who long for 
unique aural offerings. 
·~, 
'The Most Happy Fella.' d~lights· 
BY SHAUNA POPE . . , . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
"The Most Happy Fella," 
Cincinnati Players in the Park's 
latest musical production, is a 
satisfy}ng blend of comedy and 
romance. 
Written by Frank Loesser 
("Guys and Dolls"), the play is set 
in California during the war-torn 
1940s. 
Tony (John Payonk) is a 
wealthy, middle-agedJt~lian man 
who owns a vineyard in the Napa 
Valley. 
On a visit to San Francisco, 
he dines at a restaurant and falls in 
love with his waitress. 
Tony is too shy to talk to the 
waitress, so he leaves her a. note 
addressed to "Rosabella" (which 
is what the waitress, played by 
Kirsti Carnahan, goes by for the 
rest of the play) and his amethyst 
tie pin as a tip. 
_\. 
. In addition to. its engaging plot, 
011e of the play.'s big~est strengths is 
• . that while the main characters are · 
strong, they do not. have tOcarry t}le 
~how by themseives; 
The play features a cast of 
.. likable supporting characters that 
enhance the presentation. · 
. In fact, some ofthe.play's 
niost humorous scenes are those 
whi'c4'feati.11'e three Italian chefs, . 
Giuseppe (Toqi Souhrada), Pasquale 
(Keith L.orcan Weirich) and Cicco_ · 
' (Scott Brush). . . 
·Other.noteworthy characters · 
include the postman and the doctor, : 
both of whom are played by Bill' 
Bush. 
The play's musical accompani-
ment is provided solely by two large· 
pianos built into the downstage floor.-
inches away from the actors: 
This arrangement is effective 
in that it does not drown out the 
actor's voices; ho'-'!ever some of the . 
voiCes are not as strong.as they 
should be. 
Although Rosabella doesn't 
remember the love struck cus-
tomer, she begins to correspond 
with him through letters. 
Most Italians will dance ab.out after a good meal, and the <;ast of "The Most Happy Fella" are no exception. Overa}I, "The Most Happy · _ 
Fella" is charming 1md well done. . 
'The Most Happy Fella" .runs 
through Noy. 15 i~ the PJayhouse's 
All goes well until 
Rosabella asks Tony for a 
photograph of himself. As ~is 
sister (Alma Cuervo) points out, 
Tony isn't young and he's not . 
· good looking. 
Not wanting to ruin his 
_chance with Rosabella, T.ony 
sends her a picture of Joe (Brian 
·Sutherland), his younger and 
. . better looking foreman. 
Rosabella eventually 
accepts Tony's marriage proposal. 
Upon arriving for the wedding, 
she discovers the fraud but 
marries Tony anyway after he_ is 
,seriously injur~d. 
As she nurses Tony back to 
health, Rosabella begins to fall in 
Jove with the gentl(!man. 
In the meantime, Tony 
sends for Rosabella's. best friend, 
Cleo (Lovette George). · · 
In addition to keeping 
Rosabella company, Cleo charms 
and}s char'Aed. ~y Herinan 
Plow On Boy:s local 'Go-Round' 
BY DEENA DELFOSSE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
After much hard w·ork and 
perseverance, the talented rock 
group Plow.Ori Boy will host an 
album release party and concert 
· for their second CD, "Go Round," 
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at Bogart's. 
· Tickets for the event are $6 .. 
Plow On Boy will also be in 
WVXU studios from 1-4.p.m. 
today. · 
The Cincinnati-based band 
consisting of. singer/songwriter 
Niki Buehrig, drummer Chris 
Glen and bassist Mike.deorgin 
formed th,ree years ago. They 
were joined by guitarist Toby a 
year and a half later. Since the .barid recorded · honest that they allow the listener 
. "We have been playing' in "Broken" Georgin says, "I think to become a participant in the 
the same cirCles, all of us, Toby . we got to know each other better." music, rather than just an observer. 
included; for about six years," Georgin's claim was reinforced Buehiig said. Annie Lennox 
BueI:rrig said during an interview when Glen finished his· sentence has been a major iQflue~i:;e on her. 
at Caffe Latte in {ji;prryville. with, "We grew up a little bit; "Annie Lennox; she would 
The addition of Toby's· doing something for that length of be a big influence on me withou·t a · 
gui!ar ~xpertise gave Plow On time, I tj1ink you get better at it." doubt That girl can sing." 
Boy's music a more coniple~e 11nd OC'Go Round,'.' Buehi;ig '. The music of the '80s and .. 
. finished Sound. . .. i said, "We just kinda did what we . "alternative music" has also .. 
"Broken," Plow 0n Boy's thought sounded good, and we've influenced Plow OnBoy, since 
first album, rem.ained in the top changed, for sure: .Some people this is the music they grew up· 
five of WVXU:'s x~star radi.o have actually come up an~ said, · · with: The ba11d says that every-
network for five we~ks and was 'You guys are s.o .much better,' : thing they hear is influentfat .. ·, 
·quite successful Ic:ic~Uy.,. and that's. good, th~i··~ good." . Plow On Boy, rated one of 
. Even greater success se~ms . .. · · The deep, incisive lyrics. . CinCinnati Magazine's fop W · ·: · 
to .~eJorthcoming \yith !11eir new · paired with Buehrig' s pittersw.eet . bands and 1995' s "Band of the· 
alb~i:n· ~n the first.lines ~C'Hole ... vocals and hints of j¥z.'foik alld ; '; Year" oy Everybody's News, . . 
in:,1:t!re:;y;t~~ aJ~!.!fy,(.~,;!!.~~~.~.<>.n.g!.; :.' ;blu~s make_ th~;e9,tJ~~cin~:so.~g~,,.1 ., hopes that.the r6Iease o_f.'_'Go' · · '----
B~~t~::~.~.9~~·~s~~FB2~f.:~~~()ye_d'..:·~~on, Go.Ro,u~d v.~~t y~~4~a,tt,ng_;. ,. : :Round'~ ~ill l~ad t~ a ma~or record 
(Hunter Bell), one of the. 
(armhancis. 
Just wh.en it seems that 
everyone will live happily ever 
after, Rosabella is forced to 
· make a dam.aging confession, 
. and Tony must reevaluate her 
character and his feelings for 
;her,.· '. J. 
Robert S. Marx Theater.· . . . 
· Tickets range from $24-36, but 
unreserved ti~kets .can be purchased · · 
for half price between. noon and 2 . 
· p.m. on. the day of the. show. 
Persons seeking more informa-
tion may call 42!~3888. 
18 & OVER WELCOME!!. 
;: 
; ... 
I c~~~·,<l.?o.?e.t~~f.;,,iff P~.~~~!;(,)f~he:'.~~-··The songs of despair, pam, love. dea) and a nat1onw1de tour. · . ·. · · 
~~~~~~~-~t.~~·~~~~~~ro~~~Y~~~~~~~~~~;~·~m:~0~:·:m~~~~~~·-~~~:~:~~-~~~~-~~:~:~:~~·m-~w~~~~~~~m~•~~~·m···~·~·~-~m·~·-~-~-~~·~··j·1·~·••••~~•~ . ;, . ". ~ .. . ·. '• ···:· .. :•,.:· 
Good walls 1riake good nelghbors ... •Also. celebrating All Sainrs •"Squeal Iike•a pig!" Taylor 
·Day is Erich Kunzel & The Cinci:n- Farley's 5th Annual 5-String Banjo 
nati Pops . with a Spooktacular Pickin' Contest will be a gdnnin' at 
Concert!!! 9et ready Ica6ob, the Jarson-Kaplan Theatre of the 
Except at Cohen Center!!!' themes from Psycho, Batman & The . Aronoff Center! This rodeo of fun 
Twilight Zone are creeping into begins at 8 p.m. and doesn't end 'til 
ALENDAR 
wednesday 
. . . . •October 23 · · 
•International Coffee Hour 
has been rescued .from the cr~zy 
commuters by the Colombians. 
That's right, International Coffee 
Hour will·be at the Romero House 
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. featuring treats 
from Columbia. 
•"Dig them old fossils,daddy-
o ! ! !" McDonald Library is featur-
ing a, hep cat exhibit of fossils found 
. in the Greater Clndnnati area. 
Hipster Gary Courtney, a local pale7 
ontologist, will be displaying his 
groovy collection 'tilNbvember. Be 
there or be square! 
•Club X's first training ses~ 
sion will be held in the Husman 
ConferenceRoomfrom 7-8: 15 p.m: 
Fo.od will be available for·free. 
0IflaughingyourBASSoff!! Music Hall! Robert Guillaume .the cows come home! Tickets are 
Whatever that means ... is not your makes . a guest appearance to sing $5 for a cow pie of a time!! r 
thing, thari head to Never On. Phantom of the Opera and narrate ._ su· ·n··day· 
Sunday's .'.'XUCo}Jege Night" on thewoddpremiereofTheLegendof · •October .. 2? . 
Plainfield Road where thedraft beer Sleepy"Hollow. ·For more informa~ 
pours for a buck and the band, Frac- . ti on, call 345~4490! ! ! 
tured Mirror, tickles your ears. Saturday 
However, you cheapos have to pay •October 26 
a buck at the door. •Join volunteers for "Make A friday Difference" from 9-a.m.-4 p.m. in 
. · the repairing of the Winton Hills 
•October 25 Community Center. For more 
•T.G.I.F. The Grapes in . . · 
France, the sequel to The Grapes mformatioli, call Lori at 745-3202. 
of Wrath. •Xavier volleyball hits the 
•No, the freshmen class is not co'urtwithdoubtingDuquesne,ready 
. shrinking, high school seniors will to kick some BASS!! Whate~er that 
assembleinagrosseducationalmob ~e:n~d .. F,. ~~.t your BASS to the 
for X Experience Day! Be on your - c m1 t ie i~ouse at 2 ~.m. . 
best behavior monkeys The last •Pete-o-nfic says, Get wild, 
thing we need is asmaii.freshmen g~t wet, baby!!!" Women's.swim-
class for next year. For more infor- Fmmg . d?es ~he butterfly with St. 
mation, contact the Office of ranc1s m 0 Connor Sports Center 
Admission 745-330l Pool at. 2 p.m. This is where the 
BASS analogy might have actually 
.worked. 
•Live from Corcoran Fiel9, 
men's soccer· take .o~ freaky 
Fordham at 2 p.m. Forget the hang 
over .and support your Muskies for 
this BASS kicking!! Whatever that 
means ... 
•The Xavier Piano & Guitar. 
Series celebrates its 25th anniversary 
this year with guitarist· Ernesto 
Bitetti! Interested in supporting one 
of Xavier's best kept secrets? Then 
head to the University Theatre at 
2:30 p.m. Tickets for the general 
monkey are $11, but for the Xavier 
monkey, tickets are free. 
•The Cincinnati Metropolitan 
Orc;hestra will be perfonning at the 
Seton High School Auditorium at 7 
p.m. For more information, call 
941-3297. 
lllonday·· 
· •October 28 
•Mount Whitehead has given 
theC-Mansome·sacrednews. "Why 
the Jesuits were Suppressed?" a 
histmical program, word of mouth 
by Thomas McCoog, S.J. in the 
Schott Multipurpose Room at 4 p~m. 
•The mouth of the Newswire, 
Mr. Jeff Davis has informed the C-
Man that Congressman Steve 
Chabot is making an official 
· congressional visit to our beloved 
Xavier in Kelley Auditorium at 7 
p.m. 
. •Native American singer, 
Ginny Frasier, will be perfom1ing in 
the Downunder of the University 
Center for free. You might have 
heard some of her work if you saw 
the Disney movie, Pocahontas. The 
soothing sounds begin at 8 p.m. 
6Good luck to Phat Charles 
on his test and Brawny (Mr. Holland) 
on his perfonnance with· C.M.O. 
KickBASS!.! Wh~teverthatmeans 
... Hopefully SAC doesn't hold a 
grudge. If they don't, keep those 
events coming, the C-Man loves 
those catchy slogans!!! 
•Dana Gardens, that ugly 
place with the great crowd, is hav-
ing "Import Night" for a buck-fifty! 
That's right, Dos Equis for a six 
coins of precious laundry money. 
thursday 
•Do you already know "How 
to win friends and influencepeople," 
& have a. 3.5 GPA? If so, you 
should apply to Alpha Sigma Nu, a 
National Jesuit Honorary Society. 
You don't have to be a Jesuit to 
apply, but you dq need to be ajunior 
or senior at honorable Xavier. For 
more information, call Patty 
Davidson at 731-8075. 
FALL BAL'L PHOTOS ARE HERE! 
•October 24 
•"You'll Laugh Your BASS 
off!!" Whatever that means ... W~ll, 
SAC might not be able to come up 
with a happening promo; but 'they 
are able to bring us Comedyfest I!!! 
This first installment of bone tick-
ling fun features Christopher "the 
hilator" Titus & Rob Paravonian. 
SAC· also ·provides free wings & 
drinks, all for a measly $2! Hold 
back the laughter until you get to the 
University Cafeteria at 9:09 p.m. · 
· •After you laugh your BASS· 
off!! Whatever, that means .. . Head 
to the McDonald Library for its ex-
tended closing time at 1 ~.m. 
•"We invite you to experi-
ence the thrill of your life .. : Be-
come a victim of ... B.S.A.'s Dare 
To Be Scared II." Now that's a 
slogan! In the'Dow~und~r of the 
University Center from 9 p.m.-1 
a.m., a bone-chilling, knee-knock-
ing, um ... witch-bitching costume· 
party will be held with a hip zombie 
breakin' outthe tunes! The cost is 
$2 and your soul, so join Black 
Student_ Association's celebration 
of.All Saint's Day!!! 
lNSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD 
B U T L' E R U N I V E R s· I T Y . 





Fully integrated.study at British, Irish, 
New Zealand and Australian universities 
. FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR 
· INSTEP• SUMMER PROGRAM• INTERNSHIPS 
Study Abroad Information Session 
Representative: ~~zziE smoo:RFIELD 
Date: ', ' Univ. of AdeUide ' 
. .Wed., Oct 30th 1:45pm-3:15pm 
LOcat1on: Schott Conference Room. 
Schott lQl 
. ·' ' ' . . .· 
For further intbrmation please contact: You~ Study Abro~d Office on campus 
or the Institute for Study Abroad. ·Butler University. 46.00 Sunset Avenue. 
Indianapolis. l!\f 46208. Teb'3171:?83-93J6 or 1/800-858-0229. 
Stop b-y the SAC Office . 
an·d check ·them out!. 
• • • 
.$1.50 Each 
12 noon.- 4 pm 
• • • 
Please have exact change.· 
Order today. 
Last day·.to order Oct. 30 
·cmssIFIEDS 
. . 
**FREE'TRIPS & CASH** 
Find out how hundreds of st~dent 
representatives are already earning . 
FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH 
with America's #1 Spring Break 
company! Sell only 15 trips and 
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! 
CAMPUS MANAGER POSI-
TIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call 
; Now! TAKE A BREAK STU-
. DENT TRAVEL (800) 95-
BREAK! . 
SPRING BREAK 
Hundreds of students are 
earning free Spring Break Trips&. 
M~ney! Sell 8 Trips & .Go Free! 
Bahamas Cruis·e $279, Cancun & 
JamaiCa $399, Panama City/ 






tions available worldwide (Hawaii, 
Mexico, Caribbean, etc.). W aitstaff, 
housekeepers, SCUBA dive lead-
ers, fitness ,counselors, and more. ' 
Call Resort.Employment Services 
1-206-971-3600 ext. R55642 
CRUISE SHIPS 
NOWHIRING , 
Earn up to $2000+/month 
working on Cruise· Ships or Land 
Tour companies. World travel, Sea-
sonal & full-time employment avail-
able. No experience necessary. For 
more information call 1-206-971-
3550 ext. C55643 
A'ITENTION ALL 
STUDENTS! 
Sell SKI & SPRING BREAK 
beach trips. Hottestplaces&coolest 
spaces~ Call immediately. Student 
Express, Inc. I -800-SuRFS UP . 
CATCH22 
Education, no experience? 
Experience, no education? Just want 
a chance to show what you can do? 
UP 1:0 $4K/month. Call 771-8288, 
NATIONAL PARKS 
HIRING 
Positions are now available at 
National Parks~ Forests & Wildlife 
Preserves. Excellent benefits & 
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620 ext. 
N55643 
EARN MON.EY AND 
FREE TRIPS 
INDIVIDUALS and 
GROUPS wanted to promote 
SPRING BREAK!!. Call INTER-
CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-80 0-
327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com · 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
Spring 1997 -- fully equipped 
with washers & dryers. Within 
walking distance of campus. 3, 5, 
and 7 bedrooms. 
Call 321-0043 or 241-9421 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Cruise! 6 Days $279! All meals, 
Free Parties, Taxes! Great beaches 
& Nightlife! Prices increase soon 
-Save $50! springbreaktraveLcom 
1-800-678-6386 
SPRING BREAK 
Cancun & Jamaica Spring 
. Break Specials! 7 Nights Air & 
Hotel From $399! Prices Increase 
soon - Save $50! Save $i50 on 
food, drinks, & free parties! 111 % 




Spring Break Panama City! 
Boardwalk Beach Resort! Best 
Hotel Locati6n; Price! 7 Nights 
$129! Daytona-Best Location 
$139! Cocoa Beach Hilton $139! 
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-
6386 . 
','. :'; .;·' ' ' ,,' .. ·. ·,.~· ,' ._' .. ',, ', . . , " ' , ',:', .~~., .. ·/, \ ':' '~' ··~ :'\~ .. · '•' ' , \ ',• .,~ ,,' .. ' ' ', ', 
· Comedyfest ··1112 'o b 
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THE MUSKETEER ALL CARD IS 
UNDER CONSTRUCTION . 
. . . . . . . ... . . .. 
. . .. . -
LOOK FOR IMPROVEMENTS IN' YOLJfl.ALL CARQ. !! 
